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Abstract. We review laser diode feedback interferometry as a general
tool for sensing applications. After outlining the basic principles and the
theoretical approaches used to describe the phenomenon, we present a
few selected examples of applications in interferometry, as developed by
various groups in recent years, such as a displacement sensor, a veloci-
meter or vibration sensor, and an absolute distance meter or range
finder and angle sensor. Experimental results are also reported as an
illustration. © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Background

Soon after the discovery of the laser, back-reflection w
recognized as a serious source of disturbance, strongly
fecting both amplitude and frequency of the laser oscil
ing field. The problem was studied by Nobel Prize winn
Lamb, Jr., who in 1971 published two seminal pap
~Spencer and Lamb1,2! on self- and mutual-injection, re
vealing that amplitude and frequency modulations of
perturbed laser are generated in the back-reflection reg
proportional to the in-phase and in-quadrature compon
of the external field injected into the laser cavity. From o
side, this work fostered the researches
injection-locking3–5 and synchronization phenomena6 in la-
ser sources, with applications to master-slave lasers as
as to the newly developed ring-laser gyroscope;7 from the
other side, it led to an improved understanding of the ba
reflection phenomena and their control in optical fiber co
munications when using narrow-line lasers.8–10

Meanwhile, the application of feedback-induced ph
nomena to the detection of weak signals and to the opt
pathlength of a remote reflecting target started to flour
Perhaps, the first reported experimental result of opera
by feedback interferometry is that of Rudd,11 who in 1968
was able to detect a Doppler-shifted backscattered si
with a He-Ne laser tube. Then, the weak signal from a
trace was read12 by a diode laser-feedback mixer in 197
The first example of full, up-and-down fringe counting wi
a feedback interferometer was reported13 in 1978, pointing
out that the AM and FM driving terms contain just the si
and cosine of the externalphaseshiftF52kz, while the
root mean square sum of the modulated signal is prop
tional to theamplitude Eof the detected field. A coheren
3D imaging system based on self-detection was reporte
de Groot and Gallatin.14

*Current affiliation: ENSEEIHT-Laboratoire d’Electronique, Toulous
France.
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Today, we may recognize a feedback interferometer~or
a self-mixing or an injection interferometer etc., all are sy
onymous terms! as a system performing a special type
detection, the so-calledinjection detection,15 which is the
optical counterpart of the superheterodyne detection w
known in the radio waves technique. Injection detection i
special type of coherent detection,15 and like it has the ad-
vantage of always working at the quantum limit of the i
coming signal as well as of being eventually homody
~the self-mixing scheme! or heterodyne~the synchroniza-
tion scheme!. In both cases, injection detection can be us
to measure the phase~related to optical pathlength! or the
amplitude~related to the suffered attenuation! of the incom-
ing signal. Thus, we can use injection detection either
make a feedback interferometer and its variants~displace-
ment by fraction-of-wavelength counts, vibrometer, ab
lute distance sensor, velocimeter! or to make a weak echo
detector~return-loss sensor, optical isolator meter,16,17etc.!.

Special features of the feedback arrangement, of
evance in applications, are

1. No optical interferometer external to the source
needed, resulting in a very simple, part-count-sav
and compact setup.

2. No alignment is necessary, as the laser itself filt
out spatially the spatial mode that interacts with t
cavity mode.

3. No stray-light filtering before the photodetector
required—the laser diode monitor photodiode is fu
adequate.

4. Except for a~modest! reflectivity loss at the entranc
mirror, the detected is always in the quantum regim
at the attainable SNR quantum-limit~this implies,
e.g., subnanometer sensitivity in pathlength and b
ter than280 dB detectable return level!.

5. Information is carried by the beam and can be pick
up everywhere~also at the remote target location!.
00 © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Bosch, Servagent and Donati: Optical feedback interferometry . . .
Optical feedback interferometry has matured to a w
understood, viable technique for sensing in a variety
applications:~1! displacement measurements withl/2 ~or
better! resolution,18–20 ~2! absolute~i.e. non-incremental!
distance measurements,21–23 and ~3! velocimetry.24,25

The remarkable advances in both performances an
new instrumental concepts reported in recent years
mainly a consequence of the availability of low-cost, sta
and reliable laser diodes, now close to approaching
quality of He-Ne lasers and still improving. As the se
mixing interferometer starts from a very simple setup, ro
is allowed to aim sophistication, e.g., to satisfy the use
requirement of being able to operate on diffusing tar
surfaces also, or to drastically reduce costs. Thus, the
mixing interferometer appears to be very promising for
development of new instruments.

In the following, we describe the theory of the se
mixing effect before discussing some selected measurem
applications.

2 Theory of the Self-Mixing Effect

The theory of the self-mixing effect has been extensiv
analyzed in the literature. There are two alternative a
equivalent methods for the analysis:~1! the Lang and
Kobayashi set of equations describing the laser in term
optical and electrical parameters and~2! the three-mirror
cavity approach.26,27 The former method is more comple
and fully accounts for the laser physical parameters, w
the latter is much simpler to work out and is correct.

In the following, we use the three-mirror cavity ap
proach and schematize the semiconductor laser diode~LD!
with an external target, as in Fig. 1. The front facet of t
LD and the external target can be defined by their reflec
coefficientsr 2 and r 3 , respectively. The optical beam
back-scattered into the LD active cavity~of geometrical
length 1! by the target, so that the laser operation is
fected, causing a substantial variation of the optical out
power. To study this disturbance, an equivalent mode
this LD with an external target can be introduced.

Concerning the amplitude of the electric field, the co
plex effective reflection coefficientr eff acts as the reflection
coefficientr 2 of the LD with no feedback. Introducing th
normalized complex electric field amplitudeEN(t) and in-
cluding the phase noise due to spontaneous emission,10 that
is:

EN~ t !5AS~ t ! exp$ j @f~ t !#%,

Fig. 1 Equivalent model of an LD with an external target.
-

t

f

where S(t) is the photon number inside the laser cavi
andf(t) is the phase, so that:

ḟ~ t !5vcn2vs ,

wherevcn is the angular frequency of the electric field wi
noise and feedback, andvs is the angular frequency of th
unperturbed electric field.

To simplify the calculations for weak feedback~i.e., r 3

!r 2!, we neglect intensity noise10 as well as multiple re-
flection within the external cavity~Fig. 2!. The coefficient
r eff can then be written as follows:

r eff5 K Er

Ei
L

5r 21~12r 2
2!r 3

^EN~ t2tD!EN* ~ t !&

^S&
exp~2 j vstD!, ~1!

where t2t28512r 2
2, ^X& stands for the mean value ofX,

tD5(2D)/c is the external round trip delay~i.e., the exter-
nal time of flight! andc is the speed of light in vacuum.

Knowing that a white frequency noise induces a Lore
zian spectrum for the emitted light, the autocorrelati
function of the normalized field is given as a function of t
spectral width with feedbackdnc :

^EN~ t !EN* ~ t2tD!&5^S& exp~ j ^ḟ&tD! exp~2pdnctD!.
~2!

By substituting Eq.~2! in Eq. ~1!, the effective reflection
coefficient that takes into account the influence of the
herent return is given by:

r eff5r 2@11z exp~2pdnctD! exp~22pnctD!#, ~3!

wherez5(12r 2
2)(r 3 /r 2) is a parameter denoting the cou

pling effect from the external reflection back into the L
cavity and nc5^vc&/2p is the optical frequency of the
emitted light with feedback.

The relationship betweendnc and the unperturbed spec
tral width dns is given by26:

dnc5
dns

$11C8 cos~2pnctD1tan21~a!#%2 , ~4!

Fig. 2 Electric fields between the LD and the target: Ei is the inci-
dent electric field, at z50, ErEr1 and Er2 are the reflecting fields at
z50, and t2 , r2t28r28 are the transmission and reflection coefficients
for the magnitude of the electric field.
21Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 1, January 2001
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22 O
Fig. 3 Theoretical normalized optical power plotted as a function of the external round trip delay. At
low feedback (a), the sine wave is somehow distorted; at high feedback (b) hysteresis shows up and
the waveform depends on whether target distance is increasing (single arrows) or decreasing (double
arrows).
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C85C exp~2pdnctD!,

C5
tD

t l
z~11a2!1/2,

whereC8 is the modified feedback parameter defining t
single mode operation of the LD (C8,1), C is the classi-
cal feedback parameter,t l is the round trip delay inside th
LD active cavity anda is the linewidth enhancement facto

By solving the equation of stationary laser oscillation f
the equivalent LD, the optical frequencync can be written
as follows:

nc2ns1
C8

2ptD
sin@2pnctD1tan21 ~a!#50, ~5!

wherens5^vs&/2p is the unperturbed optical frequency.
When LD properties are considered with and witho

feedback under steady state operation, the optical po
with feedbackPc can be expressed as a function of t
optical power without feedbackPs .

Pc5Ps@11m8 cos~2pnctD!#, ~6!

wherem8'exp(2p dnctD) is a modulation parameter.
At weak feedback~i.e., C8,1!, the LD is strictly oper-

ating as a single-mode LD and the optical power as a fu
tion of the target distance exhibits no hysteresis@Fig. 3~a!#
at the opposite, at higher feedback level (1,C8,4.6), the
LD is still operating as a single-mode laser, but now bo
optical frequency and power do exhibit hysteresis27 @Fig.
3~b!#.

In the following, only the case ofC8,4.6 is considered
for sensing applications using the self-mixing interferen
ptical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 1, January 2001
r

3 Application to Displacement Measurement

By driving the LD with a dc injection currenti, both optical
frequency and output power without target remain const
when no feedback is applied. Nevertheless, the LD
cooled by a Peltier module for safety.

A moving target generates a periodic saw-tooth like o
tical power fluctuation, the full swing of power correspon
ing to a half-wavelength displacement (l/2;400 nm)
along the laser beam axis:

uD~2pnctD!u52p⇔uDDu5
c

2ns
5

ls

2
. ~7!

It is then easy to reconstruct the law of motion of th
target just by adding, with the proper sign, suchl/2 dis-
placements.

In Fig. 4, we can see the theoretical diagram of the o
put optical power produced by a sinusoidal motion of t
target. The displacement direction is recovered by the sl
of the saw-tooth like signal. A widely held view clearl
confirmed by experiment is that the higher the value ofC8,
the more contrasted is the saw-tooth like power variatio

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of an experimen
setup implemented for displacement measurements. A
ML64110N LD is driven at a constant optical power of 3
mW and a wavelengthl5785 nm. A sine wave generato
is used to move the target, which is placed at an aver
distanceD from the LD.

Directional discrimination of this self-mixing interfer
ence waveform is obtained by changing the motion dir
tion of the target as clearly confirmed by the shape of
curve on the experimental observation~Fig. 6! showing up
and down switchings as the target approaches or mo
away from the laser.

By an appropriate signal processing, a resolution ofl/12
~;70 nm! has been obtained for displacements up to s
eral micrometers even in the case of strong hysteres28
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~i.e., high feedback level!. This sensor is also suitable t
detect resonance frequencies with an accuracy of 0.2
by applying a fast Fourier transform~FFT! on the recon-
structed motion law.29 It has then been shown that th
setup is well-suited for the modal analysis of small m
chanical parts.

4 Application to Velocity Measurement

The speed of the target, according to the laser beam d
tion, can be deduced from Eq.~7! by introducing the bea
frequency f b of the saw-tooth like optical power fluctua
tions:

uncu5
ls

2
f b . ~8!

As we can see in Fig. 7~a!, the experimental optical
power waveform is strongly altered. This is due to t
roughness of the target causing a speckle effect, and m
it difficult to accurately reconstruct the motion law of th
target without an appropriate signal processing.

As is well known, when coherent light of the LD is she
on a rough-surface target, the resulting backscattered
presents random intensity and phase distributions and h
granular appearance30—the speckle-pattern noise. A later

Fig. 5 Block diagram of the experimental setup for displacement
measurements.

Fig. 4 Optical power variations caused by a sinusoidal motion of the
target at an average distance of 20 cm. The frequency is 100 Hz
and the amplitude peak to peak is of 5.5l.
,

-

s

t
a

displacement of the laser beam on the target also prod
an error, because the speckle pattern slides along the
spatial aperture collecting the signal.

As shown in Fig. 7~b!, by means of a real time FFT
signal processing directly applied on the saw-tooth like o
tical power waveform, we were able to determine the b
frequencyf b of the self-mixing signal, so as to calculate th
component of the speed of the target parallel to the la
beam axis.

Experimental results on velocity measurements
shown on Fig. 8. For velocities up to 200 km/h, a maximu
relative error of 5% has been obtained. This error can a
be reduced, by increasing the time constant of integratio
the real time FFT signal processing.

5 Application to Vibration Measurements

Locking the interferometric signal to half-fringe, period
vibrations of amplitude much smaller than the counti
step l/2 can be resolved, straight in the linear range
response. The ultimate sensitivity is then set by the qu
tum noise associated to the detected signal, which can
expressed15 in terms of noise equivalent displaceme
~NED! as:

NED5~l/2p!/~SNR!,

where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of the amplitu
measurement15:

SNR5~ I /2 eB!1/2,

and I is the detected photocurrent. For example, forI
50.01 mA, we have, from the preceding equations:

NED5~2k!21~2hnB/I !1/250.015 pm/AHz,

a remarkable figure indeed. This ultimate level is difficu
to achieve, however. Most frequently, the performance
dominated by the preamplifier resistance noise,15 whose
SNR is given by:

SNR5I /~4kBTB/R!1/2,

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the absolute
temperature. Then we get, for a 10-kV feedback resistance

NED5~2k!21~4kBTB/R!1/2/sP50.35 pm/AHz.

Fig. 6 Experimental observation of the optical power waveform.
23Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 1, January 2001
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24
Fig. 7 Velocity determination from saw-tooth like power waveform altered by the speckle effect.
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Using the self-mixing interferometry on a normal~dif-
fuser or Lambertian! surface, that is, in the speckle-patte
regime, is much easier than a displacement interferome
Indeed, if we are to detect a very small vibration we sh
be able to firmly locate the instrument in front of the su
face under test, and, if we unluckily fall on a weak-intens
speckle, we can move the beam a little to find a brig
speckle, which will be unaltered during the measurem
because of the small dynamic range of amplitude vib
tions.

In this way, we may fully exploit the advantages of se
mixing ~see points outlined in Sec. 1!. An application ex-
ample is the pickup of the oscillation waveform in
micromachined-electromechanical~MEM! Si-gyroscope,31

obtained by an LD at a 50-cm distance from a gla
vacuum-tight chamber, with the beam simply focaliz
onto the comb-like MEM structure. The advantage of t
method is that no spatial filtering is required; only the mo
ing parts contribute to the ac signal out from the photodio
~again, the monitor device of the LD!, and operation in
ambient light, as well as with no special glass window
obtained.

6 Application to Distance Measurement

Absolute distance measurement has been developed
the self-mixing interferometer, using a pulsed-scheme c

Fig. 8 Experimental calibration of velocity measurement.
Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 1, January 2001
.

h

responding to make the derivative of optical pow
waveform.32 Distance to the target can then be expres
by the classical approximate relationship:

D'
c

4Dn
~s0Nb01s1Nb1!, ~9!

whereNb1 andNb0 are, respectively, the integer number
pulses recorded during the upward and downward opti
power ramp andc is the speed of light~Fig. 9!; s0 ands1
are equal to61 according to the motion of the target.

Such a simple pulse-counting method is adequate
carry out the preliminary demonstration of the experime
In this case, the resolution of the sensor is directly prop
tional to the optical frequency shift. Using a state-of-the-
multielectrode distributed Bragg reflector~DBR! structure,
continuously tuneable up to 375 GHz, we were able
obtain an accuracy of 0.5 mm at 60 cm~Ref. 33! as com-
pared to the 4 mm of a typical Fabry-Pe´rot LD 64110N
with a 36-GHz optical frequency shift~and no mode hop!.

However, the exact relationship giving distances is
following32:

Fig. 9 Optical frequency shift altered by the feedback and the cor-
responding derivative of the power waveform.
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D5
c

4~dn/dt !
~s0f b01s1f b1!, ~10!

where f b1 and f b0 are the beat frequencies of the outp
power with feedback, during the upward and the downw
ramp, respectively~Fig. 9!. Injection current is then modu
lated by a predistorted triangular signal to make the opt
frequency sweepDn linear, because the accuracy on d
tance measurement depends on the stability of both the
rivative of the optical frequency and of the beat frequenc
on a modulation period. With such a predistorted curre
the influence of the thermal time constant on the LD act
cavity can be neglected.

Figure 10 shows an oscilloscope display obtained wit
Mitsubishi single-mode ML64110N LD with an optical fre
quency sweepDn536 GHz and a target at rest. An error
roughly 10% in the beat-frequency measurement is c
rected, relative to the use of a triangular injection curren32

The maximum error of the distance measurement is t
c/(2Dn) from Eq. ~9!.

Figure 11 shows that, in the case of the modula
64110N LD, this maximum error corresponds theoretica
to 4.16 mm with Eq.~9! and only to 0.5 mm with Eq.~10!.
This result is worth considering in the perspective of d
signing a low-cost range finder with an accuracy equival
to that obtained with the DBR source. Experimentally, s
eral possible causes for discrepancy from the ideal per
mance have been analyzed.34 Currently, an experimenta
accuracy of61.5 mm for a range of 1 to 2 m has been
attained~Fig. 12!.

Fig. 10 Reshaped injection current and the derivative of optical
power waveform.

Fig. 11 Comparison between the pulse counting method and the
beat frequency measurement.
-

-

7 Application to Angle Measurement

When the distance from the LD to the remote target
progressively increased, first we get a highC value and a
multistability regime in which the power waveform exhib
its several switchings in al/2 period, then we enter in the
coherence-collapse regime.10 Surprisingly, however, a use
ful detected signal is still obtained, even at a distanceD
.Lcoh larger than the coherence length. This is becau
even though incoherent, the addition of a signal in the la
cavity actually eases the oscillation of the laser, or
equivalent to decrease the output mirror reflectivity. T
output signal now has an amplitude modulation prop
tional to the superposition integral of the unperturbed la
field and of the returning field spatial distribution~wider
than the mode because of propagation!.

If we put a remote reflecting mirror tilted by an anglea
respect to the impinging wave vector, then a quadratic
pendenceP'P0@11k(a/a0)2# is found, wherek anda0
are constants of the experiment.

The quadratic dependence, of course, is not the m
desirable dependence for a linear measurement or a h
resolution null measurement neara50. As explained in
another paper in this issue,35 it is easy to get a linear outpu
by adding a minute angular tilt modulationDa
5Da0 cosv0t of the mirror-target and phase-lock detectin
the power component at the drive frequencyv0 . By doing
so, we obtained an angular resolution of the instrume
operated as an autocollimator, down to a few tenths of a
second as well as a linearized range~with sign! of angle
measurement froma521 to 11 arcmin.

8 Other Applications of the Self-Mix Concept

As noted in the introduction, the self-mix arrangement
also useful to perform a high-sensitivity detection of ext
nal signals, either at the same frequency~injection homo-
dyne! or at a slightly different frequency~injection hetero-
dyne! of the unperturbed laser line.

For example, in a narrow-line laser protected by an o
tical isolator assembled in the laser package, it is very
ficult to make a conventional measurement of the isolat
factor. Using the self-mixing signal developed by a mirro
purposely aimed to send back a reflection in the cavity, a
put in slight vibrations so as to easily detect the fundam

Fig. 12 Calibration of the range finder using the beat frequency
measurement.
25Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 1, January 2001
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tal note on a carrier, it has been shown16 that the even very
effective isolations can be measured, down to280 to 290
dB the laser power.

Another variant of the same concept is the measurem
of return loss of a device under test, inserted between
laser and a final mirror, again put into minute vibration
facilitate signal recovery. Interestingly, as the detection
coherent, the electrical signal obtained from the photodi
decreases by a decade for a 2-decade power decrease~or, of
attenuation increase!, rendering the method very sensitive36

~again, with a practical limit at280 to 290 dB!.
Last, physical parameters of the laser can be meas

by injection interferometry. One reported application is t
linewidth Dn measurement, performed by observing the
creasing switching time-jittert j that the interferometric
waveform withC'1 exhibits when the distanceD to the
remote reflector is increased. Note that from the slope
the t j versusD diagram, the linewidthDn is easily found
using a distanceD considerably shorter that the coheren
length.37,38

9 Conclusion

The theory and applications of self-mixing interferomete
were summarized. A displacement sensor with a basic r
lution of l/2 ~roughly 400 nm, with single-mode LD
ML64110N! was discussed. The sensor was used for ve
ity measurement by applying an FFT directly to the se
mixing signal to reduce the influence of the speckle. F
velocities up to 200 km/h, a maximum relative error of 5
was reached.

A range finder based on the determination of the b
frequencies of optical power variations was designed to
prove the accuracy of laser distance measurements. It
calibrated to measure distances from 1 to 2 m with an ac-
curacy of61.5 mm, by reshaping the triangular injectio
current to remove the influence of thermal effect. Last,
have briefly reported on amplitude-related measurem
by self-mixing, such as angle, attenuation, and linewidt

In conclusion, the self-mixing technique is a very po
erful tool in physics and engineering, providing for pr
spective new unparalleled applications.
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